Language as Oppression:  
The English-Only Movement in the United States
by Andrew Hartman

Within the United States resides the largest population of native English-speakers of any country. Despite the huge influx of non-English-speakers from the global South and East since the 1965 Immigration Act (which relaxed earlier restrictions), the domination of English in the United States is not threatened; according to the 1990 Census, 97% of U.S. residents speak English “well” or “very well.” The 2000 Census revealed that, while there has been a growing percentage of non-English-speaking immigration, rates of English fluency are on the rise. Nonetheless, the English-only movement gained momentum in the 1990s and, according to some opinion studies, is currently supported by over 80% of the body politic in the United States.

So widely popular a movement is bound to enjoy legislative successes. Recently, Iowa became the 24th state to mandate English as its official language. Citizens in English-only states must interact with their local and state governments using only English (this includes voting) — a startling development. However, the movement has more far-reaching implications. The structure of education for non-English-speakers is being dramatically altered across the country due to the English-only movement and the resulting backlash against bilingualism and bilingual education. The pedagogical implications of such a trend are dangerous; most serious research supports bilingual instruction as the best means to advance language skills, thus enhancing long-term English acquisition.

The Racist Roots of the English-Only Movement

The English-only movement has its roots in the historical racism and white supremacy of the United States. This does not mean, however, that it can be understood in the same way as overtly racist movements. Those who support the English-only movement, including many liberals, do not understand it to be racist. But that does not discount racism as a root of the movement; rather, it demands a more complex analysis of U.S. racism. Such an analysis should account for the racism of American liberalism, historically rooted in Enlightenment ideology, and should also take into account two other Enlightenment legacies: colonialism and capitalism and their continued roles in American society.

First, a working definition of racism is in order. Colonial theorist Albert Memmi’s study of racism and his concluding definition will serve this purpose: “Racism is the generalized and final assigning of values to real or imaginary differences, to the accuser’s benefit and to his victim’s expense, in order to justify the former’s own privileges or aggression.”

English-only supporters claim that English-only legislation and pedagogy will empower rather than victimize non-English-speakers. If they highlight language differences, it is in a spirit of benevolence. To them, English is a “common bond” that allows people of diverse backgrounds to overcome differences and reach mutual understanding — a theory particularly seductive to liberals. Unfortunately, the English-only movement’s non-racist claims are seriously undermined by their systematic attacks on bilingual education. If English acquisition were indeed their mission, the English-only movement would not partake in these attacks.

The ideology of the English-only movement is constructed upon a well-
worn national mythology. In 1995, the U.S. House of Representatives passed the Language of Government Act (later defeated in the Senate), intended to mandate English as the only language of the federal government. During the Senate hearings, American nationalist diatribe was prominently on display. Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich decried bilingualism as a “menace to American civilization” and Senator Richard Shelby (D-Alabama) denounced opponents of English-only legislation as threatening the “sovereignty and integrity of this nation.”

In the historical formation of nations, the construction of a common language has been one of the essential tricks the elites have played on the masses to forge “commonalities.” A classic Winston Churchill quote epitomizes the myth of language and its importance in regard to nation: “The gift of a common language is a nation’s most priceless inheritance.” This myth is especially important to those who benefit from an American nation.

For many Americans, the symbolism of the English language has become a form of civic religiosity in much the same vein as the flag. Similarly, US English—the largest and oldest organization supporting the English-only movement—proclaims in its mission statement: “The eloquence [of the English language] shines in our Declaration of Independence and Constitution. It is the living carrier of our democratic ideals.”

While proponents of the English-only movement commonly invoke the original institutions of the American nation and its surrounding mythology, opponents of the movement have fertile grounds for a historical rebuttal. The Constitution makes no mention of language. The new American elite of the revolution—distrustful of monarchical forces that regularly sought monolingual policies—did not seek a national policy on language. Jefferson viewed language as a pragmatic tool rather than an ideological symbol; the standardization of English became a cultural hegemonic process—comparable to the current global process—rather than a specific political agenda. The new nation welcomed hundreds of thousands of refugees from the French Revolution and did not try to force English upon them. An English-only nation was not the original nationalist goal.

The framers’ views on language, however, are less important than their doctrines of freedom. Before a citizenry comes to identify the English language with freedom, it must embrace freedom itself as something more than an abstract myth. A population sold on this myth is one of the primary achievements of the American nationalist program; freedom is assumed as self-evident in the United States. The English-only rhetoric in relation to the immigrant experience underlies these assumptions, for it is assumed that immigrants who learn English and assimilate to American mainstream culture will share in the mythical freedom enjoyed by all U.S. citizens.

There are countless instances of immigrants who discovered that freedom was an empty promise. Among the more damning cases was the experience of the Chinese in the 19th Century. Hundreds of thousands of them, brought in to build the railroads, endured backbreaking labor at gunpoint, pitiful wages and continuous attacks, including many cases of mob violence. American history is full of horror stories such as this; the life of the immigrant was rife with dangerous conditions, restrictive of their freedom.

Underlying the message of immigrant opportunity following language acquisition is the longstanding myth of the melting pot cultivated by generations of historians who portrayed the American narrative as the saga of a single people. Although scholars who recognized the distinct, and often conflicting, experiences that constitute American immigrant history have largely discredited this absurd image, the English-only movement testifies to its continuing influence. Through the lens of this fraudulent ideology, the downside of the American melting pot (loss of language and culture) is more than made up for by the upside (social mobility). Economist Lowell Galloway, testifying before the Senate, argued for English-only legislation by citing higher poverty rates among those who don’t speak English. But his argument does not measure other factors that might account for higher poverty in these populations, including higher poverty rates for all Latinos in the U.S., regardless of what language or languages they speak. In fact, mastery of English is not an accurate predictor of social mobility among the Latino population. Surprisingly, Latinos who speak only English fare worse economically than those who speak no English. Spanish language skills offer Latinos a cultural, social and economic community. Latinos who lose the benefits of the Spanish-speaking community do not gain reciprocal rewards from the American English-speaking community.

Immigrant opportunity is an American national myth that, despite a great deal of contrary evidence, is alive and well. Integral to this myth are the assimilative qualities of the English lan-
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The Power and Limits of Space: New Directions for Housing Mobility and Research on Neighborhoods

by Xavier de Souza Briggs

In recent issues of Poverty & Race (Nov./Dec. 2004, Jan./Feb. 2005, March Apr. 2005), some of the nation’s leading practitioners and scholars have offered a compelling, well-updated case for housing mobility and related strategies, with the aim of “dismantling ghettos” and expanding housing choice and opportunity for the urban poor. They rightly understand segregation by race and income to be a linchpin of inequality in America, a problem that makes progress vastly harder on school failure, violent crime and a host of other problems that get more attention from the public and the media. Beginning with veteran civil rights attorney Alex Polikoff’s proposal for a national Gautreaux program (Nov./Dec. 2004), some of the commentators made the case for targeting disadvantaged blacks, others for targeting residents of high-poverty or high-risk neighborhoods generally. In this essay, I outline some new directions for policy and research, and I review emerging evidence that takes us beyond studies of housing mobility programs old and new. What’s at stake is a clearer picture of the power and limits of place—not one to dissuade the mobility advocates whose commitments I share, but a picture, I hope, to make us more effective. Here I build, in particular, on the excellent research review by Margery Turner and Dolores Acevedo-Garcia (Jan./Feb. 2005), and I present ideas from a new book, The Geography of Opportunity: Race and Housing Choice in Metropolitan America (Brookings Institution Press), a volume I edited with support from the Harvard Civil Rights Project, which includes thoughtful analyses and proposals from a range of researchers, policy analysts and advocates.

Let me outline and explore three key ideas. First, most discussions of housing mobility—and of “locational opportunity” (access to better places) generally—focus far too little on the repeat mobility of American families and, in particular, the high degree of “bad mobility” by poor and minority renters. In plain terms, the debate tends to center (understandably) on helping people move out, overlooking how they move on — again and again, often from poor neighborhood to poor neighborhood or from non-poor ones back to poor ones—in a difficult housing market, with too few formal and informal supports. I want to sharpen our exchange on the issue of where and when the minority poor move, which several of the earlier commentaries briefly mentioned.

Second, as Turner and Acevedo-Garcia note, the effort to understand which families benefit from particular locations (and why) is in its infancy. I will outline a more dynamic view of what determines the benefits and burdens of living in particular places. It is a view that respects Sudhir Venkatesh’s (Jan./Feb. 2005) advice about designing policy to reflect certain realities of poor people’s lives and preferences. This perspective has fairly clear implications for housing mobility, community development and other fields.

Third, there is the question of attitudes to support the sharing of neighborhoods (or tax-and-spend jurisdictions), across lines of race and class, to a degree that is unprecedented in America’s history. As a matter of problem-solving, one cannot empty a bathtub merely by bailing out water (i.e., moving people out) — not if something is constantly refilling the vessel. America’s local communities are changing fast, thanks in particular to immigration and continued economic restructuring, and this means that no conversation about ending the ghetto as we know it can proceed very far without considering the often segregated preferences of all Americans, including the immigrant groups (Hispanic, Asian and other) that tend, like whites, to place blacks on the bottom of their totem pole of racial others. It behooves any diverse coalition, particularly one eager to broaden its tent, to understand these attitudes. They are closely tied to white prejudice and discrimination, granted, but they will exert a force all their own as immigrants become more important in the nation’s housing markets as well its political life.
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Moving on (and on)

Americans are famously mobile. Every five years, about half the nation’s population has moved, a Census-measured rate that has not changed much in the past half-century. What has changed is who moves often. About a third of the nation’s renters move each year, and low-skill minority renters move more often still, with the poorest neighborhood choices. Sociologist Claude Fischer, analyzing Census data over decades (“Ever-More Rooted Americans,” in City & Community 1(2), 2003), found that low-skill workers are the only major demographic group for whom mobility has increased in the past few decades, and the most likely culprit is tighter housing markets and less affordable supply, alongside stagnant wages. Some moves are hugely beneficial: Non-local moves, in particular, tend to be moves to opportunity, whether low-skill or high-skill workers make them (e.g., moving out of state for more education or to take a new job). But other moves—in particular, frequent, local, “involuntary” moves—tend to reflect the conditions that are both cause and effect of persistent poverty: substandard housing units, difficult or exploitative landlords, fractured relationships, the need to isolate kids from gang violence at school and in the neighborhood, being unable to stay on the job (or get a new one in time to pay the bills), child-rearing responsibilities, illness and other problems. Local managers of HUD’s Section 8 program tell me that repeat mobility by low-income renters is a major pattern, not to mention a burdensome one, and we desperately need national and region-specific evidence on this. Clearly, moving frequently makes it harder for families to leverage the value of a positive new location. I see ample evidence of this in the ethnographic fieldwork and in-depth interviewing Susan Popkin, John Goering and I have done over the past year among very low-income, mostly minority renters in the Moving to Opportunity experiment in metro Boston, Los Angeles and New York.

But the nature of the sender and receiver neighborhoods is at issue as well, and to date, there has been surprisingly little evidence on what kinds of neighborhoods families are exposed to over time, as they move about and neighborhoods change around them. Using a nationally representative sample of blacks and whites in the 1980s, sociologist Lincoln Quillian found that exposure to poor neighborhoods over time is more closely associated with race than with income or household type (in general, female-headed families are at greatest “locational risk”). Quillian found that most blacks, but only 10% of whites, lived in a poor neighborhood at some point in the decade and that little of the difference was accounted for by racial differences in poverty rate or family structure. For example, when blacks in female-headed households with income below the poverty line were compared with whites in comparable households, 57% of blacks, but only 27% of whites, spent at least half of the ten-year period in a poor neighborhood. By this measure, even blacks in male-headed households with income above the poverty line face more risk (39%) than whites in female-headed, poor households (27%)—and far more than whites in comparable households (3%). Blacks leave poor neighborhoods often, but they fall back into such neighborhoods much more often than whites, leading Quillian to conclude, “For African-Americans, the most difficult part of escape from a poor neighborhood is not moving out but staying out.” (See his 2003 article, “How long are exposures to poor neighborhoods?: The long-term dynamics of entry and exit from poor neighborhoods,” in Population Research and Policy Review, 22:3.)

Notably, mobility patterns contributed much more than neighborhood change to increases and decreases in families’ neighborhood poverty exposure. That is, it’s where one moves more than what happens when one gets there that predicts exposure to neighborhood poverty, and with it associated risks, over time.

In a new study, I am checking to see whether these patterns continued into the 1990s, when the geographic concentration of poverty dropped markedly in many regions, and also analyzing patterns for Hispanics for the first time (data limitations make it hard to measure representative, long-run Hispanic patterns and, for now, make it essentially impossible to measure comparable Asian ones). I find, using a simulation model, that even dramatic changes in the 1980 patterns uncovered by Quillian — for example, doubling the rates of exiting poor places and halving the rate of re-entry (“falling back”) into them — would leave many families exposed to poor neighborhoods for long periods of time. This leads to the second main idea—about rethinking the power of place, and what we really owe families, in the context of such barriers.
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Periodically, Poverty & Race has published articles listing the many ways in which the irony of lack of democracy in the nation’s capital, our home town, is played out. Complex Constitutional and historical issues are involved, as we are not a state. But DC residents pay taxes (the per capita tax burden for DC residents is greater than 48 of the 50 states); serve in the military (in the Vietnam War, DC suffered more casualties than 10 states); and in all other respects are citizens. That DC is a majority black town (whose population exceeds Wyoming’s) explains a lot. Congress pays a great deal of attention to us, however – mostly the kind we can do without. Congress can overturn every rule, law or regulation passed by our City Council (and frequently does) and exerts detailed budgetary control over how we spend our tax revenues. (Examples: forbidding use of DC funds to count votes cast on a medical marijuana initiative; barring implementation of a needle exchange program; requiring the Metro system to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to change signage and maps throughout the system to read “Ronald Reagan National Airport” rather than “National Airport.”)

Here’s an update on efforts to bring democracy to the District of Columbia.

**Bringing American Democracy to America’s Capital**

by Zainab Akbar

**International Support**

The issue of DC voting rights is gaining greater recognition and support worldwide. In February 2004, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) of the Organization of American States (OAS) released a report finding the United States government in violation of Articles II and XX of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man because of the denial of voting representation in Congress for DC residents. In response to the report, a spokesperson for the U.S. State Department said that he didn’t see a connection between the OAS findings and the Bush Administration’s goal of promoting a fully representative government in Baghdad and Iraq.

In October 2004, Belarus’ Ambassador to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) blasted the United States government, charging that the U.S. was violating OSCE democratic election standards — which it is obligated to observe — by denying District residents the right to vote for Congressional representatives. The U.S. Mission to the OSCE responded by stating that the disenfranchisement of DC residents was imaginary — referring to DC residents’ lack of equal Congressional voting rights as a “supposed disenfranchisement.” The Republic of Belarus’ condemnation of the United States marks the first time that a sovereign state and a member of the 55-nation OSCE has publicly condemned the United States for its policy of disenfranchising the nearly 600,000 residents of its capital city. In November 2004, the Permanent Mission of the Republic of Belarus to the United Nations introduced a draft resolution to the UN General Assembly on the “Situation of Democracy and Human Rights in the United States of America,” which highlights the denial of equal Congressional voting rights to the people of Washington, DC.

In April 2005, the OSCE released a report that cited the United States government’s obligation to ensure “equal voter rights” for all U.S. citizens — including the people of Washington, DC. The report marks the first time that the OSCE has formally addressed this issue. While the OSCE Election Observation Mission Final Report primarily focuses on U.S. compliance with OSCE democratic election standards during the November 2004 Presidential election, the report pointedly cites the United States government’s unqualified obligation as a member of the OSCE to ensure “equal voter rights” for Washington’s disenfranchised citizens.

The 1990 Copenhagen Document, which represents the human rights commitments of all OSCE member nations — including the United States — clearly states that the right “to take part in the governing of [one’s] country, either directly or through representatives freely chosen,” is a fundamental right, and further guarantees “universal and equal suffrage to adult citizens” in all OSCE member states. The OSCE will be holding its 14th Annual Session of the Parliamentary Assembly in Washington, July 1-5.

**DC Voting Rights Summit and National Poll**

At a DC Voting Rights Summit hosted by various Washington charitable foundations last January, DC Vote released the results of a new national poll showing strong bipartisan support for full Congressional voting representation for DC residents. The poll of 1,007 U.S. adults found that 82% of Americans believe District citizens should have equal Congressional voting rights.
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voting rights — in both the Senate and the House — a number10 percentage points greater than reported in a similar poll conducted in 1999. The poll revealed that 78% of Americans have serious misunderstandings about the rights of citizens living in DC, but, when informed of DC’s disenfranchisement, they support equal voting representation in Congress for DC residents. The polling data showed strong support across age groups, gender and political party affiliations. Support for DC voting rights cut across party lines, with 87% of Democrats and 77% of Republicans supporting full representation.

Baghdadis and Washingtonians

In January 2005, Iraqi citizens and expatriates around the world had the great privilege of exercising the most important democratic civil right — the right to vote for their representatives in the national parliament. The same government that facilitated voting for Iraqi expatriates in the DC metro area continues to deny voting representation for DC residents.

As keen as George W. Bush’s Administration is to ensure fundamental rights to Iraqis, it has not ensured liberty and freedom in its most basic form for the residents of Washington. While the current administration has spent more than $150 billion in Afghanistan and Iraq — and plans to spend another $80 billion — DC residents are prohibited by Congress from spending a single penny of collected taxes on lobbying for full Congressional voting representation.

Moreover, DC residents risked and lost their lives to ensure that elections in Iraq took place. To illustrate this point, DC Vote joined DC’s non-voting Delegate to the House of Representatives, Eleanor Holmes Norton, and three Washingtonian veterans of the Iraq war at a recent Capitol Hill press conference. The veterans wrote the House Democratic and Republican leaders asking that the House begin to bring democracy to DC by giving Delegate Norton a full vote in the Committee of the Whole. (The Committee of the Whole is the entire House of Representatives meeting in the form of a committee; this allows members to follow the less formal committee rules. She had that privilege in the 1993-94 Session, but when the Republicans gained control of Congress, it was taken away.) Specialist Marcus Gray, a DC resident and a recent returnee from the front line in Iraq, said: “We expect equal treatment, and the Army tries hard to see that all soldiers are treated equally.... However, I want equal treatment at home as well. I want the same voting representation in the House and the Senate as other soldiers. This step would make me as proud as I will be to see the Iraqi people go to the polls.”

No Taxation Without Representation Act of 2005

In January, DC Vote’s Executive Director, Ilir Zherka, joined U.S. Senator Joe Lieberman (D-CT) and Del. Norton at a press conference to introduce the “No Taxation Without Representation Act of 2005” (S. 195 and H.R. 286). The Act would give DC residents full voting representation in Congress: a voting member of the House of Representatives and two voting Senators.

At the press conference, Senator Lieberman announced his plans to build bipartisan support for the legislation. Lieberman said he was committed to recruiting Republican Senators to support the bill, and would also attempt to add the bill as an amendment to legislation considered on the Senate floor.

The District of Columbia Fairness in Representation Act

In June 2004, Representative Tom Davis (R-VA) introduced legislation to add a voting member of the U.S. House of Representatives to represent DC. Davis’ Bill — H.R. 4640, “The District of Columbia Fairness in Representation Act” — would establish the District of Columbia as a Congressional district for the purposes of representation in the House. The Act would also provide for the temporary apportionment of an additional Representative in the next eligible state, which likely would be Utah — a political compromise, as Utah would elect a Republican to offset the DC Democrat. H.R. 4640 would create a temporary increase in the number of House members from 435 to 437 until the 2010 Census, when Congressional districts would be re-apportioned back to 435 according to population. Though H.R. 4640 was referred to the

The Dellums Commission

“Better Health Through Stronger Communities: Public Policy Reform to Expand Life Paths of Young Men of Color” is the title of a newly established body, headed by former California (Berkeley) Congressman Ron Dellums. The 22-member commission, whose Vice-Chair is Alvin Pouissant of the Harvard Medical School and among whose members are ex-Miss. Gov. William Winter and Rev. James Forbes of Riverside Church, was established by the Health Policy Inst. of the Jt. Ctr. for Econ. & Pol. Studies (headed by Gail Christopher) and is scheduled to issue its report and recommendations in June 2006. Contact them at mbrones-jones@jointcenter.org.
Committee on the Judiciary, the Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, and the Committee on Government Reform, no further action was taken in the 108\textsuperscript{th} Congress.

DC Vote has been working with Rep. Davis to expand the provisions in his bill to include representation in the Senate for DC residents. While a vote in the House is very important, it is insufficient without representation in the Senate. Davis has re-introduced “The District of Columbia Fairness in Representation Act” (now H.R. 2043), with 11 co-sponsors.

Working With the Nationals to Get Out the Message

The link between baseball and the DC voting rights movement is a natural one. The decision to name the new Washington-area major league team the “Nationals” instead of the “Senators” (the name of DC’s former baseball team) stems directly from the District’s more than 200-year history of being denied voting rights in Congress. (Renoaming the team The Senators would have been something akin to a sick joke, given the District’s disenfranchisement.)

DC Vote has been working closely with the Washington Nationals, the DC Sports and Entertainment Commission (DCSEC) and the office of Delegate Norton to build a partnership and develop creative ways to take advantage of the educational opportunities presented by having a hometown baseball team. With the help of Del. Norton and Mark Tuohy, DCSEC Chairman, a banner carrying the message “Taxation Without Representation” is hanging at RFK Stadium — the same message that appears on the official DC license plates.

Zainab Akbar (zakbar@dcvote.org) is Program Assistant for Outreach and Advocacy at DC Vote. More information on DC Vote, the history of the DC voting rights movement and current efforts to bring democracy to America’s capital is available at www.dcvote.org. □

Unz and Co.

Ron Unz, the foremost anti-bilingual advocate, chairman of English for the Children, states that bilingual education “destroyed the lives of millions upon millions of students.” In an October 2001 debate with bilingual theorist and Harvard professor Catherine Snow, Unz opportunistically continued his attack on bilingual education and bilingual educators:

A few weeks ago, Americans witnessed the enormous devastation that a small handful of fanaticlly committed individuals can wreak upon society. Perhaps it is now time for ordinary Americans to be willing to take a stand against those similarly tiny groups of educational terrorists in our midst, whose disastrous policies are enforced upon us not by bombs or even knives, but simply by their high-pitched voices. Americans must remain silent no longer.

Unz and his organization have been instrumental in dismantling bilingual education programs. California’s 1998 Anti-Bilingual Education Initiative (Proposition 227) — passed by 61% to 39% — placed over 500,000 students lacking English proficiency in mainstream, English-only classrooms to fend for themselves. Unz and other anti-bilingual proponents claim English skills are improving among California’s Limited English Proficient (LEP) students thanks to Proposition 227, and use faulty scholarship to justify this claim. Unz argues — and a New York Times editorial parroted his line of argument — that the increase in state-mandated standardized test scores among LEPs is due to Proposition 227. Stanford researcher Kenji Hakuta countered Unz and the New York Times piece by attributing the increase in test scores to other factors. Hakuta reasoned that all groups of students improved their test scores due to the increased standardization of instruction. In other words, more time is spent

Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich decried bilingualism as a “menace to American civilization.”

“teaching to the test.” He argued that the test itself is a poor measure of English development because the test is geared to gauge native English speakers, not LEPs.

Serious pedagogical research supports bilingual education as the best means to learn English. A long-term national study has documented higher student achievement in bilingual classrooms than in transitional English as a second language (ESL) classrooms or immersion (English-only) classrooms. In her debate with Unz, Prof. Snow cited research showing that “learning English faster does not equal learning English better.” The level of a person’s language skills will only be as advanced as the level of his or her first language. According to researcher Stephen Krashen: “The knowledge that children get through their first language helps make the English they hear and read more comprehensible. Literacy developed in the primary language transfers to the second language.” Abstract thinking skills, such as those ideally practiced in social science classrooms, must first be nurtured in a student’s native language. Children
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who are immersed and mainstreamed in English-only classrooms prior to developing abstract language skills will only learn functional English. Functional English may be all that is required to enable them, as adults, to work the monotonous semi-skilled jobs that the market demands, but it hinders these future citizens from learning how to think abstractly, which in turn limits their ability to address societal problems.

In order to understand the racism of the so-called “Ebonics” debate. In December 1996, the Oakland, California school board passed a resolution in order to, as it determined, “change the racist schooling of African-Americans.” Teachers in Oakland were being prepared to understand the linguistic differences between themselves and their students, most of whom were African-American. The measure considered African-American patterns of speech to be more than a dialect; it recognized that many African-Americans speak differently because of a long history of cultural and political segregation. A national consensus against the measure erupted, and political segregation. A national funding earmarked for bilingual education was affected by the language debate? Like the English-only movement, it enjoyed widespread support. Although this dynamic is controversial, and language acquisition does not guarantee upward mobility, in many cases those whose language is determined to be “standard” within their society enjoy an unfair advantage. Although race is hardly the sole determinant in the standardization of English, white Americans are much more likely than non-white Americans to read, write and speak an approximation of “standard” English. The standardization of language is an oppressive and racist agenda that limits social mobility for people of color. Whether through the belittlement of a distinct African-American dialect, or by the dismantling of bilingual education programs, the oppression of language successfully defends a society constructed according to the supremacy of whites.

The Constitution makes no mention of language.

rarely even adequate to gain entry to a community college.

This is the crux of the issue: Who is being affected by the language debate? Like the English-only movement, the Ebonics backlash sought to immobilize non-whites. And like the English-only movement, it enjoyed widespread support. Although this dynamic is controversial, and language acquisition does not guarantee upward mobility, in many cases those whose language is determined to be “standard” within their society enjoy an unfair advantage. Although race is hardly the sole determinant in the standardization of English, white Americans are much more likely than non-white Americans to read, write and speak an approximation of “standard” English. The standardization of language is an oppressive and racist agenda that limits social mobility for people of color. Whether through the belittlement of a distinct African-American dialect, or by the dismantling of bilingual education programs, the oppression of language successfully defends a society constructed according to the supremacy of whites.

US English

The English-only movement is not on the margins of American society; it is a mainstream operation. The first order in understanding the English-only movement is to understand the organization known as “US English.” US English claims it does not maintain a racist, anti-immigrant agenda. Many of its original supporters were people of color or immigrants, including former Reagan Administration official Linda Chavez, former U.S. Senator S.I. Hayakawa and California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger. However, according to federal records, US English has had close ties to the anti-immigrant organization Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) and has been financed by the Pioneer Fund, a racist organization that promotes the use of eugenics and also funded Richard J. Herrnstein and Charles Murray’s famously racist work The Bell Curve. John Tanton, the founder and original chairman of US English, states that “the question of bilingualism grows out of U.S. immigration policy.” To Tanton, the huge influx of non-English-speaking immigrants overwhelms the “assimilative capacity of the country.”

Colonial U.S.A.

Jefferson, Franklin and their ilk were interested in extending their humanism to those they considered the civilized few, not those defined as “inferior in body and mind.” Manifest Destiny was the maxim of the American Enlightenment; all who stood in the way of progress were doomed to extinction. American Indians represented the savage, who by definition obstructed the path of civilization and progress. The democratic ideals of the United States, derived from the Enlightenment and further expounded by American liberalism, forced the Indians to either assimilate or die. The path of death was born out of a monopoly of force established by the white colonists. The path of assimilation required
the American colonial power to embark on a program of linguistic oppression.

In the United States, as in other imperial and colonial societies, the language of the powerful is the language sought by those wishing to ascend into “civilization.” The better one speaks “standard” English in the United States, the more likely one is to be elevated in American society. The speaker of “standard” English is then able to assume the role of a “civilized” being and is entitled the accoutrements of the civilized. The colonial model of language as oppression follows: The colonizer uses language to assimilate and control the colonized; the colonized strive to speak the language of the colonizer and develop an inferiority complex to the extent that they fall short. The English-only movement embodies the colonial model of language as oppression. Albert Memmi argues that elitism desires a seal of approval. The English-only movement offers just this for English-speakers. With English granted elite status, native speakers of other tongues are assigned both real and imaginary differences — a necessary feature of racist ideology. This is merely the beginning of the aggression that racist ideology justifies — aggression that manifests itself in a variety of ways.

The American colonial process includes the oppression of language model. An 1868 commission on Indian affairs concluded:

Now, by educating [Indian] children in the English language … differences [will] disappear, and civilization [will] follow at once….

Through sameness of language is produced sameness of sentiment and thought… Schools should be established, which children should be required to attend; their barbarous dialects should be blotted out and the English language substituted.

The psychological inferiority of non-whites in a colonial society — the U.S. included — is reinforced by the standardization of language, as recognized by Franz Fanon: “The Negro who wants to be white will be the whiter as he gains greater mastery of the cultural tool that language is.” For the English-only movement, representative of American civilization, Spanish is no longer a Western language but has instead become the language of the savage, of the “wetback” illegally crossing the Rio Grande hoping to steal American jobs. It is the language of brown-skinned and hungry children growing up along a militarized border — militarized in order to block the paths of these millions of needy seeking to “sponge” off American civilization.

The Role of Capitalism

The English-only movement enjoys popular support in the U.S. because American society is constructed upon the racist ideology of colonialism. But something is missing from this analysis — the role of capitalism. The English-only movement operates within a capitalist framework; capitalism is vital to its propagation.

An important feature consistent with a capitalist economic structure is fear and insecurity. Even in times of rapid growth and perceived prosperity, capitalism subjects human beings to the whims of an impersonal market. Globalization has extended this process as never before. The successes are enormous; the failures, apocalyptic. The long and tumultuous struggle to create labor security in the United States is being overwhelmed. Jobs in manufacturing and textiles are fleeing the U.S. in search of cheaper labor. American workers no longer enjoy the economic security they have come to expect — even if this security was more perceived than real.

The statistics are startling: One in four children in America lives in poverty; workers’ average inflation-adjusted wages are 16% less than 20 years ago; even college-educated workers earn 7% less than 20 years ago. Full-time jobs are becoming a scarcity, replaced by a nation of temporary workers. Union levels are the lowest since the pre-World War II labor movement. Predictably, this social insecurity has created a surplus segment of the population engulfed by a prison-industrial complex. Over two million people are imprisoned in the U.S., the highest per capita level in the world. These developments have created a population searching for answers — and an atmosphere ripe for scapegoating. The English-only movement is one example of this process.

Targeting the Hispanic population, the English-only movement reinforces (Please turn to page 10)
the divisive effects of capitalist stratification, thereby diverting the resentments of those who are on the bottom rung of the ladder. For example, the English-only movement places first-generation Latino immigrants at odds with those Latinos who have been in the U.S. for more than one generation, and who are thus further along the process of assimilation and English language acquisition. The victims are diverted from the economic causes of their insecurity. The victims are then blamed and blame others who are being victimized by the economic structure.

Racial divisions were the most effective method to undermine labor solidarity. According to W.E.B. Du Bois, “were compensated in part by a psychological wage.” White workers’ struggle with capital was made more livable through what historian David Roediger refers to as the “wages of whiteness.” White workers, while not enjoying the riches of the capitalist class, at least had the benefits of being white, which included access to most, if not all, public facilities: restaurants, theaters, hospitals, parks. This was a benefit not shared by people of color. Roediger writes:

White working class racism was underpinned by a complex series of psychological and ideological mechanisms which reinforce racial stereotypes and thus help to forge the identities of white workers in opposition to blacks.

While de jure segregation has been abolished in the U.S., de facto segregation continues through new and innovative wages of whiteness, of which one of the more important current versions is the English language.

Most white Americans can operate from an advantageous social position granted them by their “standard” English language skills. White Americans learn to enjoy this advantage and seek to maintain it. The English-only movement recognizes the disadvantages of those who do not speak “standard” English. This rift in the population creates a fertile breeding ground for the English-only movement.

Sometimes such stratification is intentionally fostered by the powerful. Other times, it is an invisible hegemonic process arising from life in the capitalist system — a system structured to reward the few. Groups perceived to be different from one another are left to fight for scraps, thus forming harmful divisions. The English-only movement, although supported by many government officials and other representatives of American capitalism, is not an intentional stratification program. But its end result is the formation of harmful divisions. The English-only movement is, in this respect, a form of social control.

The hegemony of capitalism is increasing the standardization of American society. Sometimes this process is the result of direct decision-making, such as orders for every young person in America to be judged according to a single set of standardized tests. Sometimes the process is less the result of design and more the product of a capitalist culture that posit technocratic values as primordial. In either case (and the difference between chance and design may be difficult to determine), we must resist the English-only movement, which reflects both the visible and the invisible hegemony of capitalism. The English-only movement needs to be denounced as racist. We must recognize the purpose of this movement as the immobilization of immigrants — particularly non-white immigrants — through harmful divisions and damaging policies. A concern for social justice requires us to reject it.

Andrew Hartman (ae.Hartman@verizon.net) is a Ph.D. candidate in history at George Washington University, working on a dissertation titled “Education as Cold War Experience: The Battle for the American School, 1945-1960.” An expanded, fully footnoted version of this article originally appeared in Socialism and Democracy (Winter-Spring 2003) and is available from the author.
also known as “car vouchers,” linked to housing vouchers).

Choosing Neighbors in a Rainbow Nation

Accounts of segregation’s costs, and of what produces and re-produces it, rightly emphasize the impact of white attitudes and behaviors, from direct acts of discrimination in the marketplace to the perfectly legal “self-steering” through which whites avoid certain communities, at least as places to live. But with our society fast becoming the most racially and ethnically diverse in human history, our discussions of housing choice and the geography of opportunity must evolve — and soon. Not only is the white/black paradigm terribly incomplete, but the hopes for a new, majority-minority-led coalition powerful enough to change the rules of the housing game may be naïve. Simply posed, what if fast-growing immigrant groups adopt prejudice and avoidance faster than the nation can undo our long color-coded geography, which reproduces itself? This is more than an alarmist hypothetical. In our new book, sociologist Camille Charles (“Can we live together? Racial preferences and neighborhood outcomes”) offers the best-available evidence on evolving racial attitudes and neighborhood racial preferences — i.e., whom we would prefer to share neighborhoods with and whom we’d just as soon avoid — in a multi-ethnic America; and she reminds us that preferences, according to recent economic analyses, are not just what-if’s offered to survey researchers but actually predict residential outcomes.

The evidence in sobering: Blacks are on the bottom of every other group’s hierarchy of preferred neighbors, and immigrant Hispanics and Asians report many stereotypes of black people similar to those held by whites, albeit to a more modest degree (groups report certain stereotypes, including flattering ones, of all other groups, but blacks suffer the most consistently negative and widely held ones). This is not a portrait cut in stone, of course, and as Paul Wachtel argued in his reply to Polikoff (Jan./Feb. 2005), shaping attitudes is a crucial part of social change. Sometimes, bold policy has to lead, not follow, a breakthrough in attitudes. But this evidence should disabuse us of the simple notion that immigration-led diversity will produce communities that are generally more inclusive. It should remind us to place well-informed discussions of desegregation, mobility and inclusionary housing in a rapidly evolving racial context that brings with it new hope, new risks and much uncharted terrain.

Xavier de Souza Briggs (xbriggs@mit.edu), a member of PRRAC’s Social Science Advisory Board, is Associate Professor of Sociology and Urban Planning at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He was Acting Assistant Secretary for Policy Development and Research at HUD, 1998-1999, and has been a community planner in the South Bronx and other inner-city communities, as well as a frequent adviser on urban strategies.

Resources

Most Resources are available directly from the issuing organization, either on their website (if given) or via other contact information listed. Materials published by PRRAC are available through our website: www.prrac.org. Prices include the shipping/handling (s/h) charge when this information is provided to PRRAC. “No price listed” items often are free.

When ordering items from PRRAC: SASE = self-addressed stamped envelope (37¢ unless otherwise indicated). Orders may not be placed by telephone or fax. Please indicate from which issue of P&R you are ordering.

Race/Racism


http://www.imadr.org/ [9125]

• Magazine of History, the organ of the Organization of American Historians, devoted its Jan. 2005 issue to “Martin Luther King, Jr.” The 72-page issue contains a series of articles by Clayborne Carson of Stanford Univ. (guest editor for the issue


Poverty/Welfare


- The Inst. on Assets and Social Policy (formerly the Asset Development Inst. - Brandeis Univ. Heller School) has a new website, http://www.assetinstitute.org/ [9365]

- “Participatory Approaches to Research on Poverty” (2004?), a British study from the Joseph Rowntree Fdn., is available at www.jrf.org.uk/redirect.asp?url=findings/socialpolicy/334 [9173]


Community Organizing


- “The Midwest Academy Training Sessions for Organizers & Leaders” will be held in Burlington, CA June 20-24, 2005; Chicago, Oct. 17-21, 2005; Maryland, Nov. 14-18, 2005. Inf. from the Academy, 28 E. Jackson Blvd., #605, Chicago, IL 60604, 312/427-2304, mwacademy1@aol.com, http://www.midestacademy.org/ [9372]

Criminal Justice


- “Defending Jus tice” is a 264-page, 2005 Resource Kit (overview articles, factsheets, Q&A’s, organizing advice), available ($10 + s/h) from Political Research Associates, 1310 Broadway, #201, Somerville, MA 02144-1731, 617/666-5300, http://www.defendingjustice.org/ [9393]

Economic/Community Development

- The First Nations Development Inst. will be held Oct. 22, 2005 in DC. Inf. from 540/371-5615, http://www.firstnations.org/ [9428]

Education


- “Black Boys: The Litmus Test for Public School Education” (23 pp., May 2004) is

- “Borrowers Who Drop Out: A Neglected Aspect of the College Student Trend,” by Lawrence Gladieux & Laura Perna (58 pp., May 2005), is available (no price listed) from the Natl. Ctr. for Public Policy & Higher Education, 152 N. Third St., #705, San Jose, CA 95112, 408/271-2699, center@highereducation.org, http://www.highereducation.org/ [9374]


- “One-Third of a Nation: Rising Dropout Rates and Declining Opportunities” (46 pp., Feb. 2005) is available (no price listed) from the ETS Policy Inf. Ctr., Rosedale Rd., Mail Stop 19-R, Princeton, NJ 08541-0001, 609/734-5949, pic@ets.org, downloadable at www.ets.org/research/pic [9391]

- “Education on Lockdown: The Schoolhouse to Jailhouse Track” is a 2005 report from the Advancement Project (focusing on Denver, Chicago and Palm Beach County, FL); available from the Project, 1730 M St. NW, #910, Wash., DC 20036, [9394]


- “Prekindergarteners Left Behind” is a May 2005 study from the Yale Child Study Center, reporting high levels of expulsion from preschools. Available at www.fcd-us.org/PDFs/NationalPreKExpulsionPaper 03.02_new.pdf [9421]

*Employment/ Jobs Policy*


*Families/ Women/ Children*

- “Irreconcilable Differences? The Conflict between Marriage Promotion Initiatives for Cohabitating Couples with Children & Marriage Penalties in Tax & Transfer Programs,” by Gregory Acs & Elaine Maag, is an 8-page, April 2005 report (likely free) from The Urban Inst., 2100 M St. NW, Wash., DC 20037, 202/261-5687, pubs@ui.urban.org, http://www.urban.org/ [9377]

- “All Together Now: State Experiences in Using Community-Based Child Care to Provide PreKindergarten,” a 2005 report from the Ctr. for Law & Social Policy (headed by former PRRAC Bd. member Alan Houseman), is available from dewen@clasp.org [9388]

- “Power Matters: Reshaping Agendas Through Women’s Leadership,” co-sponsored by the Natl. Council for Research on Women and the Ctr. for the Study of Women & Society of the CUNY Grad. Ctr., will be held June 6-7, 2005 in NYC. Inf. from 212/785-7335, [9427]


- “At a Loss for Words: How America is Failing Our Children and What We Can Do About It,” by Betty Bardige (264 pp., 2005, $18.95), has been published by Temple Univ. Press, 800/621-2736, www.temple.edu/tempress [9397]
Food/Nutrition/Hunger

- Center on Hunger and Poverty. Their newly formatted website will focus solely on hunger and food insecurity, http://www.centeronhunger.org/ [9364]
- “Feeding America’s Low-Income Children” by Sheila R. Zedlewski & Kelly Rader, is a 7-page, March 2005 Urban Inst. report, available (likely free) from them at 2100 M St. NW, Wash., DC 20037, 202/261-5687, pubs@ui.urban.org, http://www.urban.org/ [9407]

Health

- “Insured and Uninsured — A Midwest Perspective” (11 pp., Winter 2005) is available (no price listed) from the Heartland Center, 7128 Arizona Ave., Hammond, IN 46323-2233, 219/844-7515, mailto:frosiman@iupui.edu http://heartlandctr.org [9380]
- “The New Role of Health Care in Economic Development,” by Tracey M. Orloff & Karen Doran (63 pp., 1998), is available (no price listed) from the National Governors Association, 444 North Capitol St., Wash., DC 20001-1512. [9398]
- “Out of Breath: Childhood Asthma, Poverty and Housing” is an 8-page, 2005(?) publication, available (possibly free) from the Metropolitan Housing Coal., PO Box 4533, Louisville, KY 40204-4533, 502/584-6858, http://www.metropolitanhousing.org/ [9413]

Homelessness

- “Homeless and Hated: Bias-Motivated Violence, Degradation and Discrimination Against Maine’s Homeless” (78 pp., Feb. 2005) is available (no price listed) from the Ctr. for the Prevention of Hate Violence, 96 Falmouth St., Masterton Hall G6, PO Box 9300, Portland, ME 04104, 207/780-4756, cphv@preventinghate.org, http://www.preventinghate.org/ [9375]
- “De Facto Shelters: Homeless Living in Vacant Public Housing Units” is a 2005 report from The Urban Inst., 2100 M St. NW, Wash., DC 20037, 202/833-7200; downloadable at www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/411144_defacto_shelters.pdf [9382]

Housing

- “What People Want: The Relocation Information Center Feasibility Study” (60 pp., 2005?) is available (no price listed) from We The People Media, 4859 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, IL 60615, 312/745-2681, http://www.wethepeoplemedia.org/ [9369]

Mobility Counseling” is a 2005 Urban Inst. issue brief, available (likely free) from the Inst., 2100 M St. NW, Wash., DC 20037, 202/833-8200; downloadable at www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/311146_Roof_8pdf [9383]


Immigration

- Amerasia Journal, from the UCLA Asian American Studies Center (headed by PRRAC Bd. member Don Nakanishi),
has published its Winter 2004/2005 issue, “Border Crossings,” around questions of crossing geographical borders from Canada, Cuba & Mexico and their relation to national identity and civil rights, $19 from the Center, 3237 Campbell Hall/Box 951546, L.A., CA 90095-1546, 310/825-3415, brandy22@ucla.edu, www.sscnet.ucla.edu/aasc [9385]


* Suburban Sweatshops: The Fight for Immigrant Rights,* by Jennifer Gordon (2005), has been published by Harvard Univ. Press. [9429]

* The 5th National Low-Income Immigrant Rights Conf.,* sponsored by the National Immigration Law Center, will be held June 16-18, 2005 in DC. Inf. from 301/577-6940, 2005conference@nilc.org, http://www.nilc.org/ [9363]

Rural

* They Paved Paradise... Gentrification in Rural Communities* (53 pp., Feb. 2005), is available ($5) from the Housing Assistance Council, 1025 Vermont Ave. NW, #606, Wash., DC 20005, 202/842-8600, hac@ruralhome.org, http://www.ruralhome.org/ [9379]

Miscellaneous

* State by State Money in Politics Sourcebook: A Directory of State & National Research Organizations* (52 pp., 2004?) is available (no price listed) from the Ctr. for Public Integrity, 910 17th St. NW, 7th flr., Wash., DC 20006, 202/466-1300, http://www.publicintegrity.org/ [9379]

* Maximizing Voter Registration Opportunities in Human Service Agencies: An Important Responsibility for Agencies and Clients* (10 pp. + Apps., June 2004), a publication of Project Vote, Demos & ACORN, is available (possibly free) from Demos, 212/633-1405, x772 or 202/955-5869. [9386]
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